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New team, familiar faces: Odorizzi, LoMo star 
Rhett Bollinger | MLB.com | March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. -- A pair of former Rays teammates made a big impact for the Twins in their Grapefruit League debuts during a 2-1 win over 
the Blue Jays on Friday, as right-hander Jake Odorizzi tossed 2 2/3 hitless innings and designated hitter Logan Morrison went 1-for-3 with a 
stand-up triple to center field. 
 
Odorizzi, who was acquired in a trade that sent shortstop prospect Jermaine Palacios to Tampa Bay on Feb. 17, looked sharp, throwing 48 pitches 
(29 for strikes). He struck out three and didn't walk any batters, escaping potential damage from two Twins errors, including a dropped popup 
from shortstop Jorge Polanco in the first and a dropped fly ball from right fielder Max Kepler in the third. 
 
"I was anxious to get out there and get one under my belt," Odorizzi said. "I've been around long enough I think guys were wondering if I was 
even going to play. So it was nice to get out there and earn my meal money for the day." 

Odorizzi, whose fastball sat around 88-91 mph, mixed in plenty of offspeed pitches and was pleased with his changeup and a slow curveball that 
registered as low as 69 mph on the radar gun. 

"It was a good first outing. I'll take it for sure," Odorizzi said. "I was happy with my changeups. I think that's my biggest takeaway from today. It's 
been a pretty consistent pitch for me. But it's also just the first one of the spring, and there's room for improvement on location. I was pleasantly 
surprised with how consistent [the curveball] was. If it's like that all year, I'll be a very happy man." 

Odorizzi was also excited to see Morrison play in his first game of the spring after signing a one-year deal worth $5.5 million plus an option on 
Wednesday, but noted it was nothing new for him, as they played the previous two seasons together with the Rays. Morrison, who hit 38 homers 
last year, saw nine pitches in his first at-bat before striking out, then followed up that showing with a triple in the fourth and pop-out in foul 
territory in the seventh. 

I'm used to seeing [Morrison] in there," Odorizzi said with a smile. "In his first at-bat he saw nine pitches and it was the first time he'd seen live 
pitching. So that was a pretty impressive AB to start off with." 
 
Twins manager Paul Molitor said he was also impressed by Morrison, as he saw a combined 17 pitches in his three at-bats, even though his triple 
came on the first pitch. Molitor was also happy to see Morrison reach third without any health issues on the triple, as it was the first time he ran 
hard with adrenaline pumping in a competitive game setting since last season. 
 
"He got a lot of good swings," Molitor said. "Other than the very first one, he looked on time with everything. I think he wishes he got a little 

https://www.mlb.com/twins/news/twins-sign-logan-morrison-to-one-year-contract/c-267450240
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more, because he had a couple good pitches to hit. But it's so early. It's just good he saw a lot of pitches." 
 
 
MRI on Garver's right knee comes back clean 
Rhett Bollinger | MLB.com | March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. -- The Twins received good news Friday on catcher Mitch Garver, who underwent an MRI exam on his right knee that 
showed no structural damage after he suffered a knee injury during a rundown between third and home while catching on Wednesday. 
 
Garver, the strong favorite to be the club's backup catcher to Jason Castro, injured himself while trying to apply a tag to George Springer in 
Wednesday's game against the Astros in West Palm Beach. He was scheduled to play in the outfield on Thursday against the Cardinals in Jupiter, 
but came back to Fort Myers for the precautionary exam, which came back clean. 
 
Garver, the club's Minor League Player of the Year last season, resumed baseball activities Friday and could return to the lineup as early as 
Sunday against the Pirates at Hammond Stadium. Garver could return to action as a substitute on Sunday, or could start Monday's game against 
the Phillies in Clearwater. 
 
"Garver did good today, thankfully," Twins manager Paul Molitor said. "It was just a little tweak. There was some fluid in there, but I think it's 
pretty much gone. He'll have a full day [Saturday] and then he'll be ready to go." 
 
Garver, 27, is competing for the backup catcher role with non-roster invites Bobby Wilson and Willians Astudillo. Garver is 1-for-8 this spring, 
but his lone hit was a two-run homer. 
 
Garver saw limited action with the Twins last year, hitting .196/.288/.348 with three triples and a double in 23 games and still has his rookie status 
intact this season. He hit .291/.387/.541 with 17 homers and 29 doubles in 88 games with Triple-A Rochester in 2017. 
 
Camp battles 
• Left-hander Gabriel Moya, who is competing for a spot in the bullpen, threw two scoreless innings with two strikeouts in the Twins' 2-1 win 
over the Blue Jays on Friday to lower his ERA to 2.25 in three appearances. Non-roster reliever Jake Reed kept up his impressive spring by 
throwing a scoreless eighth with a strikeout, and has yet to allow a run in Grapefruit League play. 
 
Injury updates 
• Shortstop prospect Nick Gordon remains slowed by a mild right wrist strain suffered Tuesday, but he took batting practice without any issues on 
Friday and could return soon. 
 
• Non-roster reliever Michael Kohn suffered a tear in his right biceps area and is expected to be out several weeks. He's scheduled to get a second 
opinion next week. 
 
• Castro was scratched from Friday's starting lineup after suffering from migraines. Astudillo started at catcher in his place. Astudillo will also 
start at catcher Saturday, as the Twins are backing off Wilson for a few days after he took a foul tip off his right hand while catching on Thursday. 
 
• Right-hander Ervin Santana was scheduled to leave for New York on Friday to have his cast removed from his right middle finger, but saw the 
trip pushed back to Monday because of the weather in the northeast. Santana will have the rest of his sutures removed and will get a better 
timeline for when he'll be able to throw again. He's still not expected to return until mid-April or early May. 
 
Up next 
• Right-hander Phil Hughes, who is competing for the final spot in the rotation, is set to make his second start of the spring at 12:07 p.m. CT 
Saturday against the Blue Jays in Dunedin. 
 
Hughes threw two scoreless innings in his first outing while hitting 91 mph on the radar gun. Other relievers expected to throw include Tyler 
Duffey, Ryan Pressly and Lewis Thorpe. Notable position players on the trip include Zack Granite, Ehire Adrianza, Eduardo Escobar and Kennys 
Vargas. 
 
 
 
 
How do Robbie Grossman and Ehire Adrianza fit into Twins' plans? 
Patrick Reusse| Star Tribune | March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, FLA. – Ehire Enrique Adrianza Palma was born Aug. 21, 1989, in Guarenas, Venezuela, a sprawling suburb of Caracas. Robert 
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Edward Grossman was born 26 days later in San Diego, also a sprawling oceanside mecca. 
 
 
Adrianza carries the nickname "Guarenero" as a tribute to his hometown. Grossman has been "Robbie" since his parents brought him home as a 
baby. 
 
Adrianza's father, also Ehire, played basketball for the Venezuelan national team. His mother, Nidza Palma, did the same in volleyball. Yet his 
father turned young Ehire to baseball at age 4, and that became his athletic pursuit. 
 
"My dad and Ozzie Guillen became close friends as young kids," Adrianza said Friday. "He is my godfather. When Ozzie Guillen is your 
godfather, you are going to play baseball." 
 
Grossman's family moved to the Houston area and he attended Cypress-Fairbanks High School. He was a quarterback in that high-octane football 
program, and then before his junior year, he decided to concentrate on baseball. 
 
"There were some people upset that I quit football," Grossman said. "It was tough to give up, but baseball was the sport where I might have a 
future, and the risk of injury in football was too high." 
 
Adrianza's father was a scout in Venezuela for the White Sox, the team Guillen managed to a World Series title in 2005. As Ehire turned 16 and 
became eligible to be signed, his father pushed the idea that he should start hitting lefthanded as well as right in order to take full advantage of his 
speed. 
 
"I batted about .120 trying it the first year, and I said, 'I don't want to hit lefthanded,' " Adrianza said. "But I kept trying, and soon it felt as natural 
as batting right." 
 
Grossman also made the move to switch hitting relatively late. He added lefthanded hitting at 17, a year before the 2008 draft, when he was taken 
in the sixth round by Pittsburgh. 
 
There was a Twins' road trip to Florida's East Coast this week, for exhibition games in West Palm Beach vs. Houston and in Jupiter vs. St. Louis. 
Two buses with players left early Wednesday and one busload stayed for Thursday's game. 
 
Manager Paul Molitor was on the trip, and Adrianza and Grossman were among a few veterans who played in both games. This was an indication 
of Molitor's increased interest in the play that this pair has to offer, following the signing of Logan Morrison as the primary designated hitter. 
 
What's the connection? Morrison is a lefthanded hitter. So are left fielder Eddie Rosario, right fielder Max Kepler, first baseman Joe Mauer and 
No. 1 catcher Jason Castro. 
 
"We are lefthanded heavy," Molitor said Friday. "We're going to need a righty or two to be ready when we're facing a lefty. That will be a chance 
to use our bench, to get those guys at-bats." 
 
Grossman had a quick meeting with Molitor on Tuesday and was told that he would have to make the club as a backup outfielder, now that 
Morrison was taking over DH duties. Adrianza, a backup infielder, also becomes important as an outfield option. 
 
This is what Molitor indicated in a brief conversation early Friday: He's more comfortable with Adrianza playing left than when it was completely 
new position for him in 2017, and Molitor's preferred position for Grossman is right field. 
 
Grossman had a career-high 456 plate appearances last season, with 68 starts at DH and 48 in the outfield. His No. 1 asset is getting on base — a 
.361 on-base percentage in 2017. 
 
Adrianza spent 11 years in San Francisco's organization, getting brief looks with the Giants and wasting many seasons being encouraged to slap at 
the ball. He had a career-high 186 at-bats with the Twins in 2017, with a respectable 24 RBI. 
 
"I was thinking 'Good field, no-hit shortstop' when we got him," Molitor said. "I was wrong. He hit the ball hard quite a bit. And he looks stronger 
this spring." 
 
Adrianza played in the outfield — 14 games (nine starts) in left — for the "first time in my life," he said. He will be found in left more often this 
season, either when Rosario has a day off or when Eddie moves to right and Kepler sits. 
 
Barring injury, Adrianza will be on the club. Grossman's jeopardy would come with a continuation of the poor fielding he showed too often in 
2017. He doesn't have to move with the gait of Kepler; just catch the balls that should be caught. 
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And if Grossman could repeat his 2016 as a righthanded hitter — .344 average, .418 on-base, six homers, 18 RBI in 125 plate appearances — 
Molitor might be happy to make it close to a platoon in right field. 
 
 
Eddie Rosario homers as Twins edge Blue Jays 
La Velle E. Neal | Star Tribune | March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, FLA. – Jorge Polanco was eaten up by a pop fly during the first inning Friday, succumbing to nature’s forces as he looked up into the sun 
without sunglasses. A burly man rushed out of the dugout with Polanco’s sunglasses as some fans applauded. That man was new slugger Logan Morrison. 
He’s already contributing. 
 
Morrison also tripled, making his memorable debut in the Twins’ 2-1 victory over the Blue Jays. The Twins got a home run from Eddie Rosario to lead off 
the second inning and an RBI groundout by Joe Mauer in the third for their runs. 

Morrison struck out at the end of a lengthy at-bat in the second inning. But he squared up a Jon Harris pitch in the fourth inning, sending a liner to center. 
Anthony Alford raced to his left and made a diving attempt, but he missed the ball and it rolled to the wall. 

“I was a little worried when I saw the ball get by the center fielder,” Twins manager Paul Molitor said. “Running a triple as opposed to whatever running 
he’s been doing is different.” 

Righthander Jake Odorizzi, whom the Twins traded for on Feb. 17, went 2⅔ scoreless innings in his debut, striking out three. He had been throwing in the 
bullpen since joining the club.  

“Just get out there and get one under my belt,” Odorizzi said. “I’ve been here long enough where guys were starting to wonder if I’m even going to play. 
Get out there and earn my meal money. 

“I’m happy, though. Get the first one out of the way.” 

 
Once leery, Twins manager Paul Molitor now sold on closer Fernando Rodney 
Phil Miller| Star Tribune | March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, FLA. – During the Twins’ organizational meetings last winter, Paul Molitor made a request of the team’s front office: Don’t 
leave me without a closer. 
 
“I said, ‘Closer is important for me,’ ” the Twins manager recalled. “It’s easier to build outs to the closer than to try to have competition for a 
closer in the spring.” 
 
But when Chief Baseball Officer Derek Falvey and General Manager Thad Levine presented Molitor with their solution for that notable vacancy, 
the manager suddenly had second thoughts. Fernando Rodney? Molitor was skeptical. 
 
“All I knew about him was what I saw from afar. The hat, the antics. In my day, that wasn’t something you’d be comfortable with,” Molitor said. 
“To me, it seemed gimmicky.” 
 
Then he spent some time with the 40-year-old Dominican at the winter meetings. He learned why Rodney wears his cap skewed to the left, and 
why he mimes an archer launching an arrow into the sky upon retiring the final batter of a game. And he got to know the man behind the image, 
the hard worker who keeps himself healthy enough to still be playing 15 years after reaching the majors, the father of six who spends part of each 
winter working with teenage ballplayers back in his homeland. 
 
Now Molitor can’t wait to hand him the ball in the ninth inning. 
 
“I was impressed when we had a chance to sit down and talk. You look for character almost as much as leadership, and I believe we’re going to 
be well-covered there,” Molitor said. “People draw conclusions without really knowing someone. I was guilty of that a little bit, but he’s much 
more than what you might think if you didn’t know him.” 
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If you only saw the crooked cap, for instance, you might think it’s merely an attempt to get attention. Actually, Rodney adopted the look in 2004, 
he said, as a tribute to his father, Ulise. 
 
“He wore it that way on fishing boats, because the sun was right there, in his eyes,” Rodney explained, his hand in the air to illustrate the angle of 
the sun. “When he died, I wanted to wear it that way for him.” 
 
And the archer? That also began as a tribute to his father — Rodney used to point toward heaven, he said, upon recording the final out — but it 
evolved into a bow-and-arrow motion, to the delight of teammates, to mimic shooting a bird. 
 
“He’s dead. That’s it. The game is over when I shoot,” said Rodney, wearing bow-and-arrow bling on a chain around his neck. “I didn’t know the 
fans were going to like it. I didn’t do it to offend anyone, but nobody complains about it. My teammates think it’s fun.” 
 
Numbers issue 
 
Trevor Hildenberger said he appreciates Rodney’s flair — “We could use a little more of that in the bullpen,” he joked — and his passion for 
mixing fun while still accomplishing the work. “He’s full of energy. When we’re doing [fielding drills], he’s throwing bullets all over the field, 
hustling to cover first. And he’s also an incredibly nice guy.” 
 
“I see him dancing in the clubhouse, having a lot of fun in [fielding practice],” Molitor agreed. “But he also works on his fundamentals. He’s not 
cutting any corners, he’s trying to do what we ask him to do. Those are things that people observe, people that are trying to climb the food chain.” 
 
Of course, even the most glowing testimonial won’t matter if he can’t get people out, and Rodney has plenty of skeptics there, too. Despite saving 
39 games in 45 tries, the Diamondbacks let him go last winter, just as the Marlins, Padres, Cubs and Mariners had — all in the past three years. 
His ERA of 4.23 last year is inordinately high for a closer, and it was even higher in 2015 (4.74). And while only Craig Kimbrel (244) and Kenley 
Jansen (221) have saved more games over the past six seasons than Rodney’s 213 (in roughly the same number of innings), he has put 170 more 
runners on base than either of them. 
 
“They don’t all have to be beauties,” Molitor said. “Staying calm, working out of trouble, he’s proven he has that ability.” 
 
An ‘out’ pitch 
 
But Rodney believes his mid-90s fastball, and especially his mid-80s changeup, are still plenty potent — and he’s convincing the Twins, too. 
 
“That changeup, you could tell the hitters it’s coming. It’s that good,” Hildenberger testified. “He’s still got bullets in that arm.” 
 
Rodney thinks so, too. He focused this winter on his control, and “it’s really good on the changeup, lefty and righty. If I’ve got good location, I’m 
at my best,” he said. “Sometimes I know they’re sitting on changeup but I throw it anyway, to show I’m not afraid to throw it. Even if you’re 
expecting, it can be tough to hit.” 
 
Even at his advanced age. Rodney said he contemplated retirement a couple of times in recent years, but “I feel really good. I’m healthy,” he said. 
“I think I can keep doing my job for one more year, maybe one more after that.” 
 
But it’s rarefied air. Only five pitchers have posted a 20-save season after their 41st birthday, a mark that Rodney hits March 18, and four of them 
— Hoyt Wilhelm, Dennis Eckersley, Trevor Hoffman and Mariano Rivera — are in the Hall of Fame, now or soon. 
 
The fifth member of that group, a Twins special adviser, sees Rodney as a lock to join them in the 41-20 club. 
 
“If I had [Rodney’s] changeup,” said LaTroy Hawkins, who saved 23 games for the 2014 Rockies when he was 41, “I’d still be pitching, too.” 
 
 
Twins day at camp: Good injury news for Mitch Garver, not so for Michael Kohn 
La Velle E. Neal | Star Tribune | March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, FLA. – Catcher Mitch Garver received good news Friday when the MRI on his right knee revealed no structural damage. 
 
Garver injured the knee Wednesday while chasing Houston’s George Springer during a rundown in the first inning. Garver remained in the game 
to complete his scheduled five innings before alerting the trainers. He has some fluid in the knee but should miss only a few days. 
 
“Very good news,” Twins General Manager Thad Levine said. “Still will probably be a couple of days but return to baseball activities soon.” 
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Garver said he thinks he hyperextended the knee while reaching toward Springer, who tried to duck under a tag attempt. 
 
 
Not good for Kohn 
 
Righthander Michael Kohn has pitched in only 132 games since the start of the 2010 season because of injuries. He’s a former Tommy John 
surgery recipient and also has had shoulder issues. The Twins signed him as a minor leaguer last July as he was completing rehab from his latest 
shoulder setback, and he arrived at camp ready to compete for a job and pitch in a major league game for the first time since May of 2015. 
 
Now Kohn is set to miss an extended amount of time after suffering a tear of his coracobrachialis muscle, located near the biceps. Kohn also is 
experiencing numbness in his arm, so doctors believe the injury is affecting a nerve. 
 
“The unfortunate reality is that we are looking at multiple months for him to be down,” Levine said. “Unfortunate for any player but unfortunate 
for him as he has worked so hard to come back.” 
 
Kohn will leave in a couple of days for the Mayo Clinic in Rochester for further examination. Levine doesn’t believe Kohn needs surgery, but will 
need time to recover. 
 
Castro scratched 
 
Castro was scratched from the starting lineup because of a migraine. He was sent home to rest and will be checked Saturday. Castro, who missed 
10 games late last season because of a concussion, was replaced in the lineup by Willians Astudillo. He will start Saturday in Dunedin as well, 
filling in for Bobby Wilson, who has a sore hand. 
 
Etc. 
 
• Righthander Ervin Santana had two flights to New York canceled because of storms on the East Coast, so his appointment to have the cast on his 
right hand removed was rescheduled for Monday. He had surgery to remove a calcium deposit from his middle finger shortly before camp opened 
and is expected to miss the first month of the regular season. 
 
• Lefthander Taylor Rogers worked on a changeup during his 1⅓-inning outing. It’s a pitch he plans to incorporate more this season, particularly 
against righthanded hitters. 
 
• Hall of Famer Rod Carew has returned to camp for his second stint as a special instructor. 
 
• Infielder Nick Gordon (wrist) and outfielder Brock Stassi (back) took batting practice and are getting close to playing again. 
 
On deck 
 
Righthander Phil Hughes will make his second start of spring training as the Twins head to Dunedin to play Toronto. Tyler Duffey, Lewis Thorpe 
and Ryan Pressly also are scheduled to throw. Righthander Aaron Sanchez will start for the Blue Jays. First pitch is scheduled for 12:07 p.m. 
 
 
Twins catcher Mitch Garver hopes to return soon after clean MRI on right knee 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press| March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — Tests on the right knee of backup catcher Mitch Garver showed no structural damage, leaving the Twins’ reigning minor 
league player of the year hopeful of returning to game action as soon as Sunday. 
 
“There’s no tear,” Garver said Friday morning. “There’s nothing severe. It’s just some swelling, some fluid behind the kneecap.” 
 
The plan was for Garver, 27, to do some throwing and maybe light hitting on Friday as he eases back into a full baseball load. Initially slated to 
play left field for the first time this spring on Thursday, Garver instead traveled back to Hammond Stadium after Wednesday’s game against the 
Houston Astros in West Palm Beach for a magnetic resonance imaging exam. 
Facing a first-and-third situation in the first inning Wednesday, the Twins threw home to Garver for what could have been a costly double play. 
 
“I chased (George) Springer back to third base,” Garver said. “He gave up fairly easily but he tried to duck under the tag, and I reached down and 
just hyperextended my right knee. Finished the play. Tagged out (Jose) Altuve. Then I finished out the next four innings.” 
 
Garver was catching lefty Stephen Gonsalves and decided to power through what he deemed a minor annoyance. 
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“It was nothing I hadn’t played through before,” he said. “When I came out of the game I said, ‘All right, it’s starting to tighten up.’ ” 
 
The knee was “pretty stiff” when Garver woke up Thursday morning, but he said he shouldn’t keep him from seeing some spring time at first base 
and left field as well as his primary spot, where he is expected to be the primary backup to Jason Castro. 
 
Castro, originally slated to bat ninth Friday, was scratched from the lineup because of a migraine. Willians Astudillo took his place as the Twins 
chose to rest veteran Bobby Wilson after he took a foul tip off his throwing hand on Thursday. 
 
Garver, who caught a career-high 80 games last season between Triple-A Rochester and the major leagues, said his last knee trouble was during 
his high school soccer days in Albuquerque. 
 
“I had a little strain or sprain back then, but that was it,” he said. “I’ve always had good knees.” 
 
DEBUTS 
Logan Morrison and Jake Odorizzi made successful Twins’ spring debuts in Friday’s 2-1 win over the Toronto Blue Jays. 
 
Morrison, signed as a free agent on Wednesday, saw 17 pitches in his three trips, fouling off eight of those. He struck out, drilled a stand-up triple 
to center and fouled out. 
 
“He got a lot of swings — a lot of good swings,” Twins manager Paul Molitor said. “Other than the very first one, he looked on time. I was a little 
worried when I saw the ball get by the center fielder. Running a triple out as opposed to doing what he’s been doing, it’s different.” 
 
Odorizzi, meanwhile, fell one out shy of a three-inning stint on his 48 pitches. He got ahead with strike one to just four of 10 batters but struck out 
three while allowing no hits or walks and working around a pair of errors: Polanco’s and a dropped fly ball by Max Kepler. 
 
The Feb. 17 trade acquisition also had to deal with the late switch to Astudillo, to whom he’d never even spoken, much less thrown to from the 
mound. 
 
“I told him, ‘Don’t feel bad if I shake you off,’ “ Odorizzi said. “ ‘You don’t know me. I really don’t know you.’ It was fine. I’m not a guy that’s 
very picky. Just put the glove on the plate.” 
 
 
In Logan Morrison, Twins are getting ‘a very good friend on your side’ 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press| March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — Brash and outspoken earlier in his career, new Twins slugger Logan Morrison may have acquired a reputation in some 
circles as being a challenge to manage. 
 
Edwin Rodriguez knows better. 
 
“He’s a leader,” Rodriguez, 57, said this week by phone from Arizona, where he is preparing for his role as a major league coach with the San 
Diego Padres. “His leadership shows up everywhere he goes. He makes an impact on every team at every level. He will help in the clubhouse. He 
will help the manager keep everybody on the same page.” 
 
Best known for guiding Team Puerto Rico in the past two World Baseball Classics, Rodriguez has had the rare opportunity to manage Morrison 
on five different teams at four different levels. He was his first manager in pro ball with the Gulf Coast League Marlins in 2006. 
 
A year later, they paired up with the Class A Greensboro Grasshoppers, and then again in 2010 with the Triple-A New Orleans Zephyrs, close to 
Morrison’s high school roots in Slidell, La. After Rodriguez was promoted to replace the fired Fredi Gonzalez as Marlins manager that June 23, 
Morrison joined him again a little over a month later, making his big-league debut on July 27. 
 
When Rodriguez resigned his dream job 71 games into the 2011 season, due in part to front-office interference, Morrison took the news as hard as 
anyone. Their bond remains strong. 
 
“The best story I have about him is in 2010, when I was starting to manage my second year in Triple-A,” Rodriguez said. “I had a team meeting 
full of veteran players. I think he was the youngest one on that team. The first day of the season, he asked me if he could say something, I said, 
‘Of course.’ ” 
 
What happened next became the stuff of legend. Morrison let it be known that there should be no testing the authority of his mild-mannered 
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manager. 
 
“He stood up, and I’m telling you that clubhouse full of veteran players listened to him,” Rodriguez said. “He said, ‘Listen, I know this man. I 
trust him with my life. He will give you whatever he has and he’s on your side, but you have to do things the right way. This man deserves for you 
guys to give him 100 percent. I will make sure every one of you does what you’re supposed to do.’ “ 
 
With that, Morrison looked at Rodriguez and turned the hushed room back over to his manager. Rodriguez wisely thought better of trying to top 
his 22-year-old prospect. 
 
“That was it,” Rodriguez recalled with a chuckle. “That was hard to follow. I said, ‘The meeting is over. That covers everything.’ “ 
 
EXAMPLE AND IMPACT 
Just 10 years older than Morrison, Rays manager Kevin Cash had just finished his first year in his current role when a November 2015 trade 
brought the well-traveled first baseman in from the Seattle Mariners. 
 
Like Rodriguez, Cash appreciated the example Morrison set for the rest of a young team over the past two seasons. 
 
“He plays hard; he plays really hard,” Cash said. “He wants to win. He does little things that go unnoticed. He runs out every ball. It’s easy to say 
he was great; he hit 38 home runs last year. But he shows up to play every single day, and that’s really probably his best attribute — that he wants 
to be in there and impact the team.” 
 
New Twins bench coach Derek Shelton was the Rays’ hitting coach in 2016, when Morrison started to make the swing changes that pushed his 
slugging percentage back above .400 for just the second time in a five-year span. Last season, Morrison exploded for 38 homers and a career-best 
.516 slugging mark. 
 
“In terms of the clubhouse, he’s really good,” Shelton said. “He’s fun. You can feel his personality right off the bat. He plays hard. He’s a good 
teammate. I think probably the biggest thing is the way he plays the game. I mean, he’s all in.” 
 
Morrison showed that on Wednesday, his first day in the organization. After being poked and prodded all morning during his pre-signing 
physical, Morrison went through a news conference and a team photo session. 
 
No one would have blamed him had he headed out to spend the afternoon with his wife and young daughter. Instead, he spent the bulk of a 
meaningless spring training game in full uniform in the home dugout, leaning over the front railing and chatting with everyone from special 
assistant Torii Hunter to advance video scout Jeremy Hefner and any number of his new teammates. 
 
“He watched seven innings of the game that he could have not watched any of,” Shelton said. “I think that’s just a testament to the kind of person 
he is.” 
 
Cash saw that side of Morrison often over the past two seasons. He also appreciated the quick wit and the good-natured sense of humor that 
helped break up the monotony of an eight-month grind. 
 
“He’s a character,” Cash said. “He’s going to bring some life to the clubhouse. Any clubhouse he walks into, he keeps it loose, but he’s also not 
afraid to say what’s on his mind, for sure. You guys will quickly realize that. Most of it is with good intention. By the time he was here, Logan did 
a really good job of carrying himself, off the field and on the field.” 
 
LOMO KNOWS 
Ask Morrison what he can bring to a Twins’ team looking to build on last year’s surprise wild-card berth and he lets out a long sigh and considers 
the question. 
 
“I’m going to bring a competitive attitude: expect to win every day,” he said. “I don’t think there’s anything wrong with being disappointed or 
mad when you don’t win — and then celebrating the wins. We’re going to have a lot of fun this year, on and off the field.” 
 
And the leadership component? 
 
“I don’t know what I can bring as far as that kind of stuff goes, but I’m just going to be me,” he said. “I think if I’m me, we’re going to have a lot 
of fun. We’re going to win a lot of games.” 
 
New Twins closer Fernando Rodney, now on his ninth big-league team, spent two years with Morrison in Seattle in 2014-15. He saw the fire on 
display many times. Just as important as knowing what to say is knowing when to say it. 
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“He knows,” Rodney said, nodding slowly. “He knows.” 
 
Best example? 
 
“The first year in Seattle, we were like two games behind the wild card,” Rodney said. “A lot of times that year he said, ‘Hey guys, right now! 
Let’s get the win. Let’s go try!’ I think that’s going to help us. He’s a good motivator. He plays the game very hard.” 
 
And keeps it fun. 
 
“He always has a happy face,” Rodney said. “He likes to talk. He’s a good guy and a great teammate. I think he loves the game. I know when we 
played in Seattle those two years, we had a lot of fun. I have no complaints about him.” 
 
Neither did Rodriguez, who saw from their very first days nearly a dozen years ago the special gift Morrison has for engaging those around him 
and bringing them along for the ride. 
 
“At the same time he’s keeping everybody loose, he will police his teammates,” Rodriguez said. “You’re dealing with a very smart man, a new 
generation. LoMo was tweeting when not too many people were on Twitter. He’s into technology. He’s very outspoken. He will straight shoot.” 
 
If someone can’t handle the truth, that’s their problem. 
 
“He will tell you the way he thinks it is,” Rodriguez said. “I think that’s why people sometimes have this misconception of him, but if you get to 
know him, he gives you the trust that you deserve. I’m telling you, with LoMo on the Twins, you are getting a very good friend on your side.” 
 
 
‘Weird time’ for Jake Mauer in his first post-managerial spring 
Mike Berardino | Pioneer Press| March 3, 2018 
 
FORT MYERS, Fla. — Now that Joe Mauer has gotten his Grapefruit League schedule under way, even banging out his first hit of the spring on 
Friday afternoon, the next major event will be his older brother’s arrival. 
 
Traditionally, Jake and Joe Mauer have been a package deal at Twins spring training. First, they arrived as fellow minor leaguers after being 
selected 22 rounds apart in the 2001 draft. 
 
Later, that morphed into Joe being in big-league camp as a Rawlings Gold Glove catcher while Jake, a former University of St. Thomas infielder, 
first completed a minor-league career that stalled out at Double-A due to an elbow injury and later drew raves as a minor-league manager at 
multiple levels, most recently at Double-A Chattanooga. 
 
This past offseason, however, with his three young children (Lauren, 9; Jake, 6; and Andy, 4) growing up fast back home, Jake Mauer decided 
he’d had enough after a decade of managing in the bushes. He informed the Twins he would not be returning in 2018 despite their strong desire 
that he stick with it. 
 
On March 7, Jake Mauer will fly down with his family and spend a very different week at the Century Link Sports Complex. No longer charged 
with teaching and mentoring young ballplayers, he simply will be on hand to relax a bit and visit with so many of his former players, associates 
and friends. 
 
“I’ve talked with him,” Joe Mauer said. “It’s a weird time for him right now. He’s been getting ready to come down here for a long time.” 
 
There is only so much snow one can shovel off his driveway before he gets the itch to escape the cold and fly south. The annual renewal of spirit 
will carry special meaning for Jake Mauer this time, considering all the emotions he will face as he says his goodbyes in person after 17 straight 
Twins spring trainings in uniform. 
 
“He’s bringing the family down,” Joe Mauer said. “We have our whole family that comes down, and I’ve told him over the years, ‘Jake, you and I 
are the only ones working down here.’ But now I’m the only one working down here. Everybody else is in vacation mode.” 
 
Usually there are a few golf matches between the two competitive brothers before things turn serious each spring. That should continue, although 
the hours will speed past before Jake Mauer must return to the Twin Cities to help run the family’s auto dealerships. 
 
Bringing his kids out to the park each day will provide a fresh dynamic, with Jake Mauer saying via text message that his children are “definitely 
looking forward to coming down” to spring training. 
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“It will be fun to have him down here,” Joe Mauer said. “A lot of people have been asking how he’s been doing and if he’s going to come by. I 
think he’s real excited to see everybody.” 
 
As Joe Mauer enters the eighth and final year of his $184 million mega-contract, he has been taking a few extra moments here and there to savor 
what could be his final spring in a Twins uniform. Roaming these grounds with his brother by his side should only add to the emotions. 
 
“As I’ve gotten older, I’ve learned to do that,” Joe Mauer said. “Not just this season but the last three or four. You appreciate the opportunity and 
you appreciate the people around you that give you that opportunity to come out here everyday. That’s not lost on me. I enjoy coming to the 
ballpark and seeing some of the same faces I’ve been seeing for 17 years. That’s pretty special.” 
 
Joe Mauer has been heartened by the tenor of the comments directed his way. 
 
“It’s been really nice,” he said. “It’s been a good camp. I know a lot of those articles came out about the future. I’ve had a lot of positive 
(exchanges) with fans saying they hope I stick around for awhile. That’s always nice to hear. I’m enjoying right now.” 
 
As much as Jake Mauer, five years older at 39, has been enjoying his new life as well back home, could his younger brother see him getting back 
in the game after a break of a year or two or more? Maybe this time it would be as a roving instructor instead of a manager, although at multiple 
levels rival managers voted him the league’s top managerial prospect in Baseball America’s annual Best Tools survey. 
 
“He loves it; I could see it later down the road,” Joe Mauer said. “But right now it just made sense for him and his family to be home. 
Everybody’s healthy. The kids are young, and he realized he just wanted to be home.” 
 
Joe Mauer, his twin daughters set to turn 5 in July, knows that ache a parent feels on his or her way out the door for an extended work trip. 
 
“He’ll be around the kids more; I kind of applaud him for that,” Joe Mauer said. “Part of it is his kids are at an age where they couldn’t come 
down the whole spring. They’d come down a week or so. I know he’s enjoying being home and being around a lot more.” 
 
 
Odorizzi’s solid debut propels Twins to 2-1 win 
Staff | FOX Sports North| March 3, 2018 
 
So far, so good for Jake Odorizzi‘s stint in Minnesota.  
 
The right-handed pitcher acquired by the Twins in a mid-February trade with Tampa Bay recorded 2 2/3 scoreless innings in his spring training 
debut, a 2-1 win for Minnesota over the Toronto Blue Jays. 
 
Odorizzi retired all eight hitters he faced and fanned three of them to pick up his first win of the spring. 
 
Outfielder Eddie Rosario started the scoring with a solo homer in the second inning, and Joe Mauer punched in the other run on a fielder’s choice 
an inning later, scoring catcher Willians Astudillo. 
 
Left-handed reliever Taylor Rogers fanned three hitters in a perfect 1 1/3 innings. Felix Jorge allowed a run in the ninth inning, but he slammed 
the door on Toronto to pick up his second save of the spring. 
 
The Twins improve to 4-3 in spring training, while the Blue Jays drop to 2-6. 
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